MEYLE-PD brake pads – the latest premium-quality solution for superb response and braking behaviour in any situation.

The cutting-edge finish provides MEYLE-PD brake discs with long-term anti-corrosion protection while adding a brilliant appearance. Brake pads are required to meet ever-increasing performance demands. Specially designed to satisfy the highest quality standards: this is where premium MEYLE brake pads come into play. Dispensing with copper and heavy-metal compounds, MEYLE-PD brake pads offer a stable friction coefficient.

Outstanding responsiveness and stable braking even at high thermal loads along with extremely low noise levels are the key features which put the latest generation of MEYLE-PD brake pads in a class of their own. MEYLE-PD brake pads ensure short braking distances and stable braking in any situation. Naturally, MEYLE-PD brake pads are ECE R90 type-approved and virtually all are fitted with MEYLE 3L shims.

MEYLE-PD brake pads:
- stable friction coefficient for maximum braking performance
- outstanding responsiveness and pedal feel
- no copper and heavy-metal compounds
- virtually all types fitted with MEYLE 3L shims

Maximum performance for minimum braking distances!
Confirmed by Automotive Testing Papenburg.
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